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When I Said Goodbye To You
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Chorus

I said good-bye to the sunshine, I said good-bye to the

rose; I said good-bye to the gladness That every

ture lover knows; I said good-bye to the songbirds,
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If you're happy there is something
When the day is over and your

you could do
foils are thru
Share your happiness with one whose joys are
There is home and happiness awaiting

few.
you.
Where you find gloom
Still have you thought
For joy there's
For some there's
room naught
And so it's up to you.
That's just the time you could.

CHORUS
To Spread a little sunshine, where the sun never shines
Spread it more than one time, then each heart will seem
ligh-ter, each face be bright-er. Go in each dark cor-ner and make

some for-lorn-er feel their not a gon-ner, Don't let them pine. Just

spread a lit-tle sun-shine, Where the sun

nev-er shines. Just shines.
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Chorus

In the heart of Ken-tuck-y, my dear old Ken-tuck-y, Where you
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